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I began the last issue of Prospects on the eve of a US Federal Reserve announcement
that had the potential to dramatically change the course of our Rand and our equity
markets and, as both ShareFinder predicted and I expected, Fed Chairman Janet
Yellan’s dovish comments have proved to be extremely favourable for both.
Below on the left I re-publish ShareFinder’s predictions of what it thought was likely to happen
the Rand relative to the US Dollar and the Australian Dollar relative to the US Dollar. And on
the right I depict both what actually happened and how ShareFinder now sees the outlook for
both currencies

AS you can see, ShareFinder predicted an almost immediate improvement in the trend of
the Rand and that is exactly what happened while it saw the Australian Dollar continue to
weaken until early May and so far that is exactly what has been happening. ShareFinder
similarly predicted that Wall Street would initially recover but then start trending down until
May. And it saw the London stock exchange recovering initially before weakening initially and
in the medium-term trending sideways for the election period there. Precisely that has
happened though London is doing a tad better than ShareFinder expected a month ago.
ShareFinder makes its predictions using an artificial intelligence process which enables it to
learn each time it makes a mistake and so, with 20 years of market history to work on in
respect to these latter markets and 25 years to work with in respect of the Rand, it is clearly
now able to deliver astoundingly accurate projections

In the case of JSE shares, ShareFinder has a 29-year database and so it is commensurately
more accurate and so you can see what we predicted last month and what actually happened
in nearly slavish detail, which hopefully provides readers with a greater sense of security in its
current view that, while the JSE as a whole is likely to run out of steam in September, Blue
Chips can be counted upon to keep on rising and delivering the spectacular gains that have
been making all my readers so much wealthier these past many months.

So much for the good news for South
African investors. However, there is a
sobering issue to take into account in
my next composite on the right: the
steady loss of value of our Rand
relative to major overseas currencies.
For the first 17 years of our new
democracy the Rand was losing value
at compound 4.7 percent relative to the
US dollar and 4.9 percent compound
relative to the British Pound. Then
came the Zuma administration and the
beginning of the collapse of nearly
everything that the ANC administers.
Thus for the past four years the Rand
has been losing value three times faster
at a dramatic 14.8 percent compound
relative to the Dollar and 15.2 percent
compound relative to the Pound.
Now, the ShareFinder Blue Chips are
incomparably the best performers on
the JSE having collectively delivered
20.4 percent compound since the dawn
of democracy in 1994, but from the
point of view of the US investor, once
you take the slipping value of the Rand
into account the return is a mere 5.6
percent and for the British investor a
mere 5.2 percent.
As my final composite on this page
shows, US investors who stuck to their
own Dow Jones Industrials would have
done better in Dollar terms than they
would have had they invested in South

African Blue Chips. British investors would have done marginally better in the long term if they
invested in South African Blue Chips. But both categories of investor would have fared
significantly worse in South Africa during the Zuma years. And that is a sobering view for the
future.
Of course both categories would have scored handsomely had they instead chosen to copy the
2011 Prospects Portfolio which has been delivering compound 33 percent since its launch in
January 2011. For US investors in Dollar terms the portfolio would have delivered 28.3 percent
compound in the long term and 18.2 percent during the Zuma years. That is 3.6 times better
than the Dow Jones Index would have delivered them in Dollar terms Similarly British investors
would have achieved 17.8 percent in Pound terms which is nearly twice as good as they would
have achieved in Pound
terms at home.
Of course, had the same
overseas investors put
their money into an
average South African unit
trust they would have
achieved just 8.97 percent
compound. On the right I
have
depicted
the
performance of top unit
trust
management
company
Coronation’s
Capital Plus fund which
has achieved precisely
that figure over its lifetime. Of course such investors might have been lucky and chosen
Sanlam’s Industrial A which has achieved 21.73 percent compound since its launch in January
1999. But they might just as likely to have opted for the Stanlib Inflation Beater that has barely
managed to average 2.49% or the PSG Alphen fund that has averaged 1.18% or a score of
others with similar returns which have in real terms been burning money for their investors.
Hopefully I have made my point, however, that it is preferable to do your own investing
choosing shares that have delivered measurable high long-term dividend growth which has
translated into high price growth. If you leave it to blind hope that some random professional
portfolio manager can do it for you, you risk losing heavily down the years. With that in mind I
turn to the current composition of the 2011 Prospects Portfolio which, with dividends reinvested, has been delivering a “Total Return” of 41.48 percent compound and has grown
investor’s money from R1-million to R2.94-million over the past four years.
The Prospects Portfolio

If you note the “Dividend Growth” column (12th from the left) you will see that all of these
shares have achieved very high compound annual average dividend growth rates. The
average dividend growth rate of the Blue Chips as selected by the ShareFinder process has
been 34.91 percent so you might thus consider that of our Prospects Portfolio, half have to
some extent underperformed this average but of these underperformers market sentiment has
been such that EOH with a dividend growth average of 30.18% has achieved average price

growth of 39.34% over the past decade, Famous Brands with dividend growth of 29.19% has
achieved 32.29%, Mr Price with 26.1% has achieved price growth of 36.8%, Naspers with
15.47% has achieved 36.27% and Shoprit with 14.8% has managed price growth of 28.9% all
against a Blue Chip average price growth of 22.12%. This latter share is the one, readers will
recall, that I have for some months been pondering as a possible sale. ShareFinder suggests
that it will probably peak at around R188 in early May which is somewhat better than previous
ShareFinder projections for this share. If you are equally troubled, this would be a good point to
dispose of it.
Considering replacements, in my sights with dividend growth rates following, are Richemont
(32.32) and Mondi PLC
(52.14). Judging from the
projections on the right,
Richemont is in a better
price cycle place being
underpriced relative to its
long-term trend line. It
ranks in our topmost
quality ranking as a
“Grand Old Favourite”
within which category the
average share is 36.5%
overpriced
while
Richemont is only 22.6%
overpriced on a quality
basis relative to its peers. The problem, however, is that ShareFinder does not expect it to fall
in price below its current levels in the foreseeable future. Best projected price in the immediate
future looks to be around R101 on April 21. Assuming that it falls to this level I will accordingly
use the available cash in the portfolio to buy what I can and defer the selling decision on
Shoprit until later.
Taking a view on the portfolio as a whole, the ShareFinder projection below suggests currently
that all will be good until mid-October when a minor retraction is likely. But growth is projected
to return by the end of that month and by next January the portfolio is likely to be worth R3.38million.

Top SA Performers:

The following shares are offered as suggested replacements for any in your portfolio that are
achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates. The
shares listed in the first block below have been selected because of their investment grade
quality and their very high dividend growth rate and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offer significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk:
The shares listed in the third block below have been selected because of their investment
grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk:

Investment Grade Underperformers
Listed below as usual are all shares which have been underperforming the Quality List averages in respect of price growth
rates over the past five years. Note that all the shares listed qualify for inclusion in the ShareFinder Quality list because of their
consistent dividend growth rates over many years and those listed in green under the Dividend Growth heading have been
consistently delivering above-average dividend growth rates over at least the past five years. Being an underperformer is not
necessarily an argument for disposing of any of these shares, but readers should note that if a share has failed to deliver
above average price growth over as long a period as five years, then it is unlikely in the short to medium term to get much better. Some shares which feature in this list are gladly included in many portfolios of investors seeking dividend income rather
than pure capital growth. So before you decide to ditch any of these, do your research carefully. To help you in this regard, we
include a “Total Return” column which is the sum of the dividend yield and the annualised capital growth rate average over five
years.

Unit Trusts
The topmost (green flagged) unit trusts listed below conform to the ideal that the latest annual price
growth rate is greater than the average of the past five years (Half) and the five-years average is
greater than that of the previous ten years (Full). In the groups that follow it should be noted that a
high ten-year growth average is seldom followed by similarly high interim growth rate which underscores the fact that it is very difficult ever to select consistently high-performing funds. Trusts with
the lowest Risk number are the least price-volatile.

